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In 2016, visitation to Toronto had increased for the 7th year in a 
row, government investment in tourism marketing grew, positive 
perceptions internationally swelled. It was the perfect moment to 
capitalize on the positive momentum but we needed to differentiate 
Toronto from other major cities. We set out to create a positioning that 
would anchor Toronto to the growing positive opinion of Canada, build 
on existing awareness perceptions and communicate what was unique 
about Toronto. 

We conceived that Toronto was “Canada’s Downtown”. The concept 
of Downtown denotes vibrant, exciting, city life where the best 
restaurants, music venues, festivals, diverse neighborhoods and major 
professional sports can be found. Downtown is where the biggest, 
most iconic attractions are and is usually where you will find the 
centre of business. All of these statements were also true of Toronto 
as it relates to Canada. It could therefore be stated with unapologetic 
certainty that Toronto was Canada’s Downtown. 

We identified that the strongest association for Toronto was to Canada 
and research had identified that consumers in overseas markets 
often choose countries first rather than cities. We wanted to seize 
this opportunity and attach our brand to that of Canada. In doing 
so, Toronto’s brand would naturally elevate alongside it. Positive 
perceptions towards Canada have increased in recent years mostly 
because, now more than ever, progressive thinking and inclusivity 
are valued on the world stage. With Prime Minister of Canada, Justin 
Trudeau gaining world acclaim for promoting progressive Canadian 
values, we grew to understand that nothing could differentiate Toronto 
better than simply being Canadian. Canada was being recognized for 
more than cold, moose and mountains. Strong Toronto perceptions 

already exist through pop culture, sport, and personal familiarity and 
we wanted to create a brand that would give those conversations more 
meaning. We had to ensure that the brand positioning was flexible 
enough to give us broad reach and it was built on 3 pillars 1) Where the 
Excitement is 2) Best of Modern Canada 3) Your Canadian Experience 
Starts Here.  

We wanted to take advantage of the recent swagger and pride of 
Torontonians. Drake is a great example of this pride. Drake has built 
Toronto into his very identity and publicly embraces the fact he is from 
Toronto. He is proud to boast about his roots and passion for this city. 
Under this new brand direction we aren’t apologetic about claiming our 
place as Canada’s Downtown. We sought to create an eye-catching 
identity that was unmistakably “Toronto.” We found the inspiration in 
our subway system. The distinctive font used at every station stop was 
first etched into the tiles of the Toronto subway in 1954. Today, we’re 
using it to represent Toronto’s originality, innovation and artistry. The 
splash of red in our logo signifies our strong Canadian identity. 

Since its launch we have educated and involved internal and external 
stakeholders such as meeting planners, hotels and tour operators. 
Several of them have even started adopting “Canada’s Downtown” 
within their own brand identity. The feedback from partners and the 
general public has been overwhelmingly positive. The ‘Views are 
Different Here’ campaign showcased Toronto as being unlike any 
other city in the world. New partners such as Air Canada, Major League 
Baseball and Universal Music have co-invested in our marketing 
strategies forecasting $3M in revenue for co-op and Toronto is on track 
for another visitation record. International visits have increased by 18%, 
American visits are on track for a 9th consecutive year. 
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